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About This Game

Enjoy a fresh horror experience with White Noise 2!

White Noise 2 is the sequel of the successful White Noise Online. Be a part of the investigator team, or take control of the
creature and devour them! White Noise 2 offers a 4vs1 asymmetric horror experience that won't leave anyone unmoved.

Play with your friends

White Noise 2 features a simple matchmaking system that allows you to play with your friends without complications. Enter the
game, choose your side or leave it to luck, and start playing!

The investigators are back

As an investigator, explore the area, cooperate with your partners, and make sure not to get lost, or you'll be easy prey for the
creature! Try not to lose your sanity and watch your flashlight battery level to avoid walking blind.

And the creature as well!

As the creature, stalk your preys and hunt them without being seen. Light can stun you, so use your powers to avoid it and wreak
havoc upon the investigators, spreading them to make easier preys. Summon totems that will warn you of the presence of nearby

investigators, and prevent them from picking the 8 tapes before you finish them off!
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Back from the grave

In White Noise 2, death doesn't mean game over. Rise as a ghost and take advantage of your enhanced exploration skills to help
the remaining investigators in their search.

Unlock new items

Unlock new characters and flashlights as you play, including the classic White Noise Online characters. Each one has different
specializations and skills. Do you prefer a stealhty approach, or will focus on speed even while making noise? Better flashlight

battery, or improved exploration skills?

Relive the best moments

Of course, the signature replay screen is back in White Noise 2. Once the thrilling session is over, take a laugh checking how the
team walked in circles, or one of the investigators got lost!
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Title: White Noise 2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Milkstone Studios
Publisher:
Milkstone Studios
Release Date: 7 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Processor: Dual Core processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10 capable hardware

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: 64bit OS recommended but not required

English,Italian,Finnish,Russian,French,German,Portuguese,Norwegian,Hungarian,Simplified Chinese,Japanese
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The game is fun, but there is no players out there so....

Wouldn't recommend to buy this game, you will search for a game for hours....
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